Call for urgent adoption of EU-wide nutrient profiles for nutrition and health claims

Today three health and consumer organisations together with five food companies call for the urgent adoption of nutrient profiles in the context of the EU regulation on nutrition and health claims made on foods (Regulation EC 1924/2006). The nutrient profiles should have been proposed by the European Commission in January 2009 – no proposal has been forthcoming as of May 2017.

Why are nutrient profiles important?

Without nutrient profiles, nutrition and health claims can be put on any food and non-alcoholic product and, indeed, can be found on approximately 30% of packaged products sold in the EU.¹

Health and nutrition claims may help consumers identify healthier products if they are used responsibly.²,³,⁴

However they also have considerable potential to mislead.⁵ For example, consumers may attribute excessive health benefits to consuming a food with a claim – ‘magic bullet’ effect.⁶,⁷ They may incorrectly perceive a product with a claim more positively than a similar product without a claim (positivity bias). Finally they may incorrectly ascribe to a product positive attributes unrelated to the claim – ‘heath halo’ effect.⁸

For all these reasons the presence of claims may lead consumers to overestimate the “healthfulness” of products bearing claims – and consequently to overconsume them.

→ Impact on cardiovascular health

Overconsumption of foods that are not healthy is a problem in the EU because it faces major challenges from diet-related chronic diseases and obesity. For example heart disease and stroke (and other cardiovascular conditions) account for close to 40% of all deaths in the EU – and almost 49 million people live with cardiovascular diseases. WHO estimates that 80% of these diseases can be avoided by controlling the main risk factors: tobacco, unhealthy diet and physical inactivity.⁹

Cardiovascular diseases cost the EU economy €210 billion a year – of which about 50% is related to productivity loss (from premature death and people living with the diseases) and
the opportunity cost of informal care. Dietary risks contribute significantly to heart disease and stroke.⁴

→ Impact on food re-formulation

Considering that health and nutrition claims are effective means of marketing products to consumers, the setting of nutrient profiles in the context of the EU nutrition and health claims regulation would be a major boost for the implementation of the EU reformulation agenda, which is part of the EU policy drive to address major diet-related chronic diseases and obesity.¹¹ This is because some manufacturers would need to reduce levels of fat/salt/sugar in order to be able to put a claim on their products.
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